PAINTED WOOD
/// P R O T A C

Painted wood requires regular maintenance to preserve the
both effectiveness of the 10-year guaranteed protection and
the appearance.

PAINTED WOOD CARE
FOREWORD / The colours are vulnerable to the exposure. This means that darker colours absorb more heat and UVs.
Possible size and colour variations may appear. For this type of cladding, prefer facades
WHAT TO DO AFTER 10 YEARS / Between the 10 and 20 years following installation, the colour and shine of your
cladding may fade depending on the exposure. To guarantee that the initial appearance of your cladding remains, you
may need to repaint all or part of your facade.

MAINTAIN

HOW TO PROCEED?

How do you keep the aesthetics of a
painted timber product?

NATURAL
ALTERATIONS

DUST LAYERS

MOSS STAINS

SUPERFICIAL
SCRATCHES

ORIGIN

Natural and can
accumulate on any
materials used
outdoors
These are mainly
caused by the
exposure. They can
appear as greenish
stains
Can be caused by
everyday
accidents (handles,
pedals, garden
tools, animal
claws,
etc.)handles,
pedals, garden
tools, animal
claws, etc.)

CONSUMPTION
Paint repairs: 1L pot available in all colours
Applicable surface area: 4 m² per coat per L

/Spray the neutral wood detergent.
/Leave it to act for a few minutes.
/Clean the surface using a soft cloth
/Leave to dry
/After cleaning, a wood revitaliser can be applied to restore the
shine
COMMENT PROCÉDER ?

/ Spray the neutral wood detergent.
/ Leave it to act for a few minutes.
/ Clean the surface using a soft cloth
/ Leave to dry
/ After cleaning, a wood revitaliser can be applied to restore the
shine

/ Rub the scratched zone using a non-fluff cloth and a neutral
detergent for wood
/ Leave to dry for at least 1h depending on the temperature
/ In dry weather, apply a first coat of finishing paint using a
brush or paint brush
on the scratched zones
/ Leave to dry for 4h
/ Apply a second coat of paintin the same way

